ELEMENTARY STUDENT SUPPLIES
The following is a list of supplies which are needed by each middle school student. The purpose of the supply list is to allow parents
the opportunity of purchasing the needed supplies for their children before school begins. Please note that there may be an
additional item(s) to obtain during the school year, per the teacher’s request.

BIBLE CLASS: ESV version Bible (text edition 2016, not 2007)
BIBLE QUIZ: KJV Bible - Old and New Testaments (A Bible with concordance & cross reference is recommended.)
3-Ring Notebooks for 8 1/2" X 11" notebook paper (avoid those with worldly themes portrayed on them.) This
notebook is needed for several classes.
8 1/2" X 11" Notebook Paper
Pens for taking notes
Several #2 Pencils
Calculator for Math Classes:
TI-30 (or better) calculator is required for students in Chemistry/Physics, Algebra II, Applied Math,
Consumer Math and Geometry.
TI-83 (or better) graphing calculator is required for Advanced Math, AP Stats & Calculus.
NOTE: TI-30XIIs is the SUGGESTED CALCULATOR. The 30Xa will not work as well for HS math. Investing in
one of the above is recommended. No phone calculators or APPS will be allowed in class. You may
consider contacting a prior student who may lend/sell their used Ti-30 or 83 at a cheaper price.
Dry-erase markers, eraser, and red pen for all MATH classes
USB Drive is recommended for Computer classes
English classes: 8.5 x 11 notebook paper (required daily), blue/black pen and a colored pen (not red)
World Languages (Rosetta Stone): USB headset with microphone; can be found at Wal-Mart or Amazon. If
unsure, your student will be given more details in class about what type. YOU MUST HAVE YOUR OWN SET – you
cannot borrow.
Optional locker lock (must have an extra key or the combination for school office)
Art: Detailed List will be given at the beginning of the year in class.
Elective Classes: A list will be supplied at the beginning of the course.
Gym Bag for PE
PE CLOTHES: Students must bring in clothing to change into for their PE class periods. They can wear PE
clothes to finish off the day. Non-marking athletic shoes are required footwear (no slip-ons). Loosefitting, appropriate t-shirts (not white) and shorts/play pants (no sweats) are acceptable. Shorts should
be modest, loose fitting, and of appropriate length (the length must be at least to the bottom of the
fingertips when the student’s arms are extended at their side).
BOOK COVERS: Please do not purchase the self-adhesive style. Do not to tape book covers directly to
the back of the book. UBCS textbooks must be covered at all times. Grocery bag paper or heavy
wrapping paper can be used. Be mindful of UBCS standards if covers are purchased. DO NOT use any
kind of contact paper (removable or permanent.)
There may be additional items that will be needed to be purchased during the school year, per the teacher’s request

